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Introduction
During 1967-1968, Morehead State University received Title
I funds made available under the Higher Education Act of 1965
to initiate and stimulate community recreation programs in Boyd,
Elliott, Johnson, Mason, Pike, and Rowan County.

The director

of the project was Rex Chaney and the project coordinators were
Bill Pierce and Dr. John Duncan.
Not one of the six counties had any semblance of a
recreation program when the program began.

After repeated

visits into the communities in the six counties, contacts were
arranged and plans were initiated to meet with the leaders in
the respective communities.

The enclosed report is a summary

of the efforts of the project team in attempting to realize
its objectives.
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Project Objectives
The community recreation program was directed toward
stimulating and developing community recreation programs within
the counties of Boyd, Elliott, Johnson, Mason, Pike, and Rowan
in Eastern Kentucky.

Specific objectives for this project

were as follows:
(1)

To provide aid in the creation of public community
recreation programs in the eight communities of
the

(2)

~ix-county

region.

To provide technical assistance to the eight
communities regarding the manner of establishing
such programs.

(3)

To identify key community leaders who have power
and status enough to successfully promote and
achieve public community recreation programs in
their community.

The following plan of attack was used to realize the
program objectives:
(1)

The identification of community recreation needs
for communities included in the specified region.

(2)

The identification of key community leaders who are
desirous of building a recreation program for their
communities.

i.e. mayor, superintendent of schools,

president of Chamber of Commerce.
(3)

A meeting with these key community leaders to outline
recreational needs and methods of initiating such
programs.

(4)

A bimonthly newsletter was published for the ten
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months excluding July and August, and distributed
to the leaders in each community ou tlining the
developments of direct concern to the establishment
of that community's recreation program.
(5)

A regional conference was held dealing with spe cific , approaches and problems of the recently
established recreation programs in each community.

(6)

Follow-up consultant serv i ces to the several
selected communities involved in the project.

The following is

a

county -by-coun ty resume of the

accomplishments and involvements of the project team in the
six selected counties and the spin off areas .
Pike County
The Project Team ' s f irst involvement in Pike County
occurred when th ey were invited to spea k to the Pikeville
Rotary Club.

The ideas as explained were well received and

much interest seemed to be aroused.

Next the Projec t Team

was invited to speak to the Pike County Inter-Agency Council .
Here the team explained their purpose t o approximately thirty
CAP leaders from all over Pike Co unty.

It was the feeling

of the group that Pike County was so large that organization
must be on a community basis as opposed to a county basis.
The r esu lt was an invitation t o various communities in Pike
County and the most promising was Elkhorn City .
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The Elkhorn City meeting was organized by the Elkhorn
City Jaycees.

After meeting, the discussion revolved around

the need for community recreation and the relationship of
Breaks Interstate Park, only a few miles away, which has
overshadowed the local efforts.

The Boosters Club volun-

teered to join the Jaycees and form a Civic Committee to
study the adaptation of school f acilities and community
f acilities for recreation purposes.

Plans are now underway

for new year programs for the sununer of 1969 in cooperation
with Morehead State University.
The Project Team was asked to allow the community of
Pikeville some time as they had been approved for a Model
City Grant.

Meanwhile, the Project Team was invited by the

Pikeville City School Superintendent to visit and discuss
our project .

The Superintendent was anxious to develop a

program for students in the City School System which would
allow young people to participate in recreational programs
without having to make a team.

Both intramural and individ-

ual activities were the goal .

Many ideas were discussed and

the Superintendent took the ideas to the P.T.A. who wish to
establish a plan and progr am for the 1969 year which the
Project Team will aid and a ssist .
A new Pikeville Recreation Committee has been ap pointed
by the Mayor to ini tiate programs for Pikeville and to work
on a recreation plan for the Model Cities Program.

The

Project Team is now involved in both short and long range
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planning with the committee.

The Project Team is curren t l y

involved in organizing, distributing, a nd evaluating our
five-part survey in Pikeville as the first step.

The r e is

much interest and an attitude of control for orderly
planning of a good recreation program for Pikeville .
Mason County
The Project Team's participation in Mason County occurr ed
following an invitation from an interes t ed citizen f r om
Maysville, the county seat.

The initial meeting of i nt e r ested

residents included the County Judge and Mayor of Maysv i l l e.
Following an explanation b y the Project Team, a Maysville-Mason
County Recreation Commission was formed.

The team was invited

to attend and help direct the commission in the new vent ure.
The commission first defined their role and then out lined
short and long range goals .

The first goal wa s to have t he

survey team conduct a five-p a rt survey which was comp l eted
at no cost to the commission.

The findings after reported

were used as an indication of th e wants and needs for
Maysville- Mason County.
The most prevalent request was for a swimming pool.

The

Project Team secured a pool consultant from Louisville at no
cost to t he community and explored reopening a n old ab a ndoned
pool.

The idea was discarded as too expensive for the
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conducting an Economic-Recreation Survey in the county i n
conjunc tion with the Agricultural Experiment Station.
The immediate plans in Sandy Hook and Elliott County call
for the development of a park on a site which has been leased
from the U.S . Army Corps of Engineer s .

The leadership of

the county will probably decide to petition the Burea u of
Outdoor Recreation for funds in conjunction with the project .

Boyd County
The Project Team worked closely with the following
community leaders in Boyd County:
Roy Hall, County Judge of Boyd County
Dr. William Eidson , School Superintendent of Boyd County
Lew Pilstil, Executive Secretary of the Ashland Chamber
of Commerce
Ermine Chaffin, Director of Ashland Y.M.C.A .
James D. Salisbury , Director of FIVECO Agency
De l mis Donta, Elementary School Principal
Ronald Halleck, State Representative
Harold Cooksey, East Fork Watershed Commission.
The major thrust of the project was directed toward
establishing recreational programming for Boyd County .

The

city of Ashland has a well-developed program sponsored by the
Ashland Y.M.C . A. , but Boyd County has a paucity of recreational
facilities.
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Through the help of Judge Roy Hall, a Boyd County
Recreation Commission was established to plan a recreation
program for the county.

A partial student interest survey

was conducted in the Boyd County Schoo l System by the Project
Team.

The Project Team placed recreational interns in the

Federal Correctional Institute for the first time.
Boyd County appears to have a great amount of promise
in terms of recreational possibilities .

The Recreation

Commission is presently planning a county-wide recreation
complex and civic center.

If this project is realized, it

would be the largest recreation undertaking in Eastern
Kentucky.

The Project Team is working closely with the

Recreation Commission in developing their plans.

Johnson Cou nty
The initial letters announcing the recreation project
were sent to all the clubs and organizations in Johnson County .
The Women ' s Club, which has taken the initiative for recreation
in Paintsville, contacted the Project Team immediate l y.

The

major concern of the Paintsville Women ' s Club was for the
teenagers.

This teenage group had little or nothing to do if

they weren ' t involved in the high school athletic program.
The Project Team met with the Women's Club and proposed plans
for the reestablishment of a defunct teen center in a vacant
theatre building.

Under the leadership and supervision of a

\
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Morehead State University recreation intern, the teenagers
renovated the building and the merchants of Paintsville and
Johnson County pledged $245.00 per month for its operation
and programming.

A varied activities program emanated from

the teen center.

Arts and crafts, bridge lessons, weekend

dances, Candy Stripers, and a drop-in canteen were all a part
of the initial program for the Paintsville-Johnson County
Teen Center.

A full time person has since been hired for

supervision of the teen center.
A meeting was held with Mayor Wells and the proper steps
toward realizing a total recreation program were discussed.
Mayor Wells immediately rejuvenated the Recreation Commission.
The Paintsville Recreation Commission outlined the
community needs with the aid of the Project Team.
One of the first goals realized ·was the hiring of two
full time summer directors fo·r the playgrounds and swimming
pool.
Paintsville is planning to have a full year-round program
for all ages.
Also in Johnson County' plans were made to have a summer
playground program in the Flat Gap community.

The school

buildings were to serve as the centers of the activities.

A

citizens' group worked out details for the program and
immediately established a youth baseball program with varied
activities for the younger girls in the community.
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Pl ans arr t,1

e sta bl is ~ A

se pa r ate J ohns on Coun t y

Recreation Commi ss i on to give continui t y to th e program.
The Project Team identified and c l osely worked with the
following people in Paintsville and Johnson County:
Mayor W. B. Wells
Mrs. Mark Maggard
Mr. Otto Baldridge
Mr. Tom Raymond King
Mr. Oran Teeter
Mr. Bud Perry
Mr. Gary Knight
Mr . and Mrs. Elmer Beckett .
Rowan County
The Title I Recreation Project Team consisting of John
Duncan, Bil l Pierce, and Rex Chaney consulted with the existing
Mo r ehead Recreation Commission .

The purposes or wide-spread

commitments were ou tlined for the commission in order to
stimulate their thinking from the idea of just summer playgrounds to the concept of total community recreation on a
year-round basis for a l l ages.
The Project Team assisted in finding or securing a yea r
rou nd Director of Recreat i on for the community, who wa s
capable of promoting the innovative concep t of total r ecreation.
With the aid of interns or recreation majors from Morehead
State University doing field experience, the new director
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began to establish a whole new spectrum of activities for the
city of Morehead--ceramics for the adults, Saturday morning
activities for children, a Saturday morning story hour for
pre-schoolers, a trirnnastics class for young and old women,
a coin collecting club for everyone interested, golf classes
and several other activities of interest to the people in the
Morehead area.
The Project Team worked with Mayor Layne and the Morehead
City Council in planning for land purchases for outdoor
recreation facilities.

A 70- acre tract of land was located

and an option obtained on the property.

An application is

being processed to the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation for a
50 percent grant to aid in the purchase of this tract of
land .

Immediate plans are to build a swimming pool, baseball

field, softball field, and a neighborhood playground on this
property once purchased by the city .

Long range plans show

a nature trail, riding trails, and picnic areas on this site.
An agreement was reached with the county school system
to use their facilities for recreational centers during the
time that they were not in use by the individual schools.
The Project Team met with a citizens group from the
Clearfield community and outlined some plans and goa ls.

Long

range pl ans seemed to indicate a pooling of resources with
the city of Morehead in order to achieve total recreation for
the entire community.
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The Cranston community in Rowan County is developing
plans for a summer youth activities program with the aid of
a Morehead State University field experience studen t i n
recreation.

The activities invo l ved from th e beginning will

be little lea gue baseball, dance, gymnas tics and supervised
free play.
Scheduled to begin in the near future is an elementary
dance program in each school cente r.

A professional dance

teacher has been contacted by the Recreation Commiss ion and
plans for this program are nearly compl ete .

This dance will

include productions by the participants and the entire
community will be invited.
The individuals who have been directly involved with
the planning and estab l ishment of the Morehead Recre ation
Program have been:
Dave Abner, Chairman of Recreation Commission
Mayor William Layne, Mayor of Mo rehead
Dr. Adron Dora n, President of Morehead State University
Adrian Razor, Rowan County Extension Agent
Dr . James H. Powel l, Dean of School of Education, Morehead
State University
Co lley Cornett, President of Ameri can Legion
Clif for d Cassady, Superintendent of Rowan Cou nty Schools
Mrs. John Rogers, merchant
Mrs . M. Wheeler, housewife.
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Adjacent Areas of Spin Off
Webbville
The Project Team worked with communities outside the
project areas if there were direct requests made by those
areas.

There were three such areas where a concerted effort

was made by the Project Team.

These areas were Webbville,

Tollesboro, and Brooksville.
A plan was formulated, after discussing the resources
and needs of the Webbville community, whereby the citizenry
would use the school as a recreation center and have the
physical education teacher to stay after school hours to
direct the program for them.
Webbville also plans to use the school cafeteria as a
community building, to be used by the neighborhood for a
multipurpose facility for many different types of activities.

Tollesboro
The Project Team met with some of the leading citizens
of Tollesboro to determine what a small community might do to
involve the total community.

A plan was formulated and

through the civic clubs' sponsorship several programs were
started.

A baseball program for boys, a softball program for

adults, a fair that would promote gardening and different
talents, and a horse show that involved most of the community,
were a few of the projects started by Tollesboro.

The
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community also converted their Lions Club House into a
community center with playground space adjacent to it .

Future

plans i n Tollesboro are to pave a multipurpose area for
basketball, parking, tennis, badminton, and any activity in
which the community citizenry might be interested.

Brooksville
The Mayor of Brooksville along with a few interested
citizens, after hearing of the Maysvil l e recreation plans,
contacted Rex Chaney, John Duncan, and Bill Pierce and invited
the team to explore the r ecreation needs for the City of
Brooksville.

After meeting with the Mayor and the in t erested

citizenry of Brooksville, the Mayor appointed a Recreation
Commission to guarantee the continuity of the recreation program .
The commission proposed a plan for total community
involvement in recreation with the aid of the Project Team.
In order to create public interest, an open public community
meeting was held.

The r ecreation plan was presented.

Chairman

of the Recreation Commission and the Project Team presented
possible methods of implementation of the plan.

The proposals

made in the meeting and later implemented were as follows:
Recreation program involving all ages;
Use of school buildings for recreation centers;
Development of supervised summer playground program;
Construction of swimming pool and neighborhood playground;
Budget from the city t o the Recrea tion Commission for
operation .
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Each of the above proposals were realized to a degree.
The Superintendent of Schools, after a meeting with the
Recreation Commission, Project Team, and Mayor, agreed to the
use of school buildings for recreation centers.
Two college students were assigned the task of supervising the summer program which included varied activities
for children from arts and crafts to relay races and soap box
derbies, adult softball leagues, dances for teenagers and many
other community-wide functions.
The Recreation Commission applied for and received a
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation grant to purchase a si te, construct
a swimming pool, and develop a neighbor hood playground.
Future plans are to complete the swimming pool and playground in time for next summer (1969) and to broaden the scope
of the total recreation program.

Culminating Conference
The highlight of the year for Project Recreation was the
two-day culminating conference held on the campus of Morehead
State University .

A total of 96 individuals from Eastern

Kentucky communities were in attendance for the conference.
The conference brought recreational consultants from all
over the nation to meet with Eastern Kentucky commu nity leaders
to aid in planning strategy for the local community.
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A summary of the program is enclosed .

The proceedings

of the conference are included in the appendix.
The Project Team is working at the present time in pla nning
this year ' s conference to give further insight into the pr oblems
of programming, financing, and facilitating public community
recreation.
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Conclusion
After twelve months of activity, the results of this
project speak for themselves.

Six new recreation commissions

were established, fou r new summer playground programs wer e
initiated, and long range plans have been laid for total
recreation programs in all six of the counties.

The Project

Team will continue to work with these six counties along
with six new counties--Menifee, Lewis, Fleming, Car ter,
Lawrence, and Greenup --for the 1968-69 fiscal year .
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.INTRODUCTION
This program was directed toward stimulating and'
developing community recreation programs within.: · (1) a
six-county region of Eastern Kentucky;

(2) a continultion

program of consultant services for a twelve-county ;lgion

i

of Eastern Kentucky was previously involved in the original

I

stimulation and development program.

Specific objectives

for this project were:
1.
'

!

I

To provide in the development of public community
I

recreation programs in fourteen communities

of

six-county region.

I

To provide technical assistance to the

'

the

!

fourt~en

. ;/

communities regarding th,.§''' manner of establis~ing
;//f

recreational programs ~!f'
3.

To identify key community leaders who have power
and status enough to successfully promote and' achieve
public community recreation programs in their
commu.nity.

4.

A continuation of technical

assistanQ~

'

th~se

----~-~

communities who have established workable prfgra~s.~
5.

Provide consulting assistance in' the development

!

of meaningful criteria by which local leadership may
I

evaluate their recreational. programs.
'

'I

'

:

·t~
~'j\

"zt';\

It was proposed that the program\ include the fol[1owin,~:
i
I
~·~;
1. An identification of community recreation needs fqr
'
.
!
'
communities included. in the specified region!.
!

2
I

2.

The.identification of key community leaders;who are
desirous of building a recreation program for their

!

communities, i.e. mayor, superintendent of schools,
president of chamber of commerce.

3.
•

I

''

A meeting with these key community leaders to outline · '·
'

recreational needs and methods of initiating such

I
I

programs.
I

:

4.

Follow-up cons.ul tant services to the selected
communities involved in the project.

.

'

; I

.

I:

'

~·
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MONTGOMERY COUNTY
MT. STERLING, KENTUCKY
I

Dr. Rex Chaney and Dr. Earl Bently attended a mJeting

I

at the Mt. Sterling National Bank with Billy Joe Hall,
President, to present a proposal for the o;ganizatioJal and
administrational structure for a total community recJeation
program for Mt. Sterling and Montgomery County.

i

The 1proposed

organized pattern is enclosed.
Mr. Hall presented the proposed plan and will present
'

I

it to the Mt. Sterling City Council and to the Montgcimery
County Fiscal Court so that steps may be taken to

es~ablish
I

both a short term and long range program for Mt. Sterling and
Montgomery County.
I

Mr. Hall indicated that "the time is ripe" for the
I

total recreational concept for his area.

i

Once the first phase for selection of a Mt. SterlingMontgomery County Recreation Commission was completed, the
'

project team met with this commission to enhance the <implementation of the other phases.

l'

The project team met with the following at the Montgomery
County Court House as a follow-up to the earlier meeting

I

' '

between Dr. Chaney and Billy Joe Hall, President of the
Mt. Sterling Bank:
James E. Eddy
I

'

John
-

I:

c.

Minister - Ministerial
Association

'
I

I
I

Tap

I

Park and Recreation Boa:r:d
I

O. R. Carpenter

Former Little League Pr~sident

'I

I
I

r

I:

I
I

I

I

COMMUNITY MEETINGS

'

MT. STERLING, KENTUCKY
\

'

I

'

'

r

'

)

'

'

i'
'I

~,

! '

n
,I

•I

I
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W. H. McKimrax

'
City Council Representat,ive

Winston Hamilton

'
City School Administration
and Kiwanis

Bert Bush

Student Council Presidenit (City)

David Lane

Hl-Y President (City)

Larry Sapp

Jaycees

Jane D. Hawkins

Social Worker

Carrie J. Clemmons

Community Action Program

Caswell A. Lane

County Judge

Jim Lynch

Commission (Engineer) Chairman

Rex Chaney

Morehead State University

Bo Queen

President of Jaycees Chamber of Commerce

Richard Bowers

Gateway Area Development'
District, Inc.
'

Mayor Pribble

City Mayor

i
I
I

I

Billy Joe Hall, President of the Mt. Sterling Bank,. began
the discussion for the evening by going over the organizational
chart -- submitted and discussed with him at an earlier meeting
by Dr. Chaney of the project team -- with those in attendance.
I
This meeting demonstrated local involvement with prof;essionals
and was mainly an effort to clarify in everyone's min.ct the
concept of "total" recreation planning for the commun·i ty.
Billy Joe Hall thereby interpreted the chart as .he saw
it to the assembled group.

He further broke the orga'nizational

chart down into two categories and described each:
A.

Long range goals

B.

Short range (immediate goals)

6

The long range approach was the organizational chart submitted
I

by Dr. Chaney.
I

Related to (B) preceding, the committee's "now" approach

I
was to consider·all existing programs now operating i~ the
community.

' ·,

i

Billy Joe Hall discussed these· as follows!:
I

1.

Teen Group·Activity (drama, movies)

2.

Little League

3.

Swimming Pool Program

4.

Saturday morning activity program at the
with elementary children

Mr. Hall then listed the community's "now immedi.ate
needs" as:
A.

Accept the "total" recreation concept rather: than
I

the present piecemeal operations
'

B.

I

This concept involves
1.

City-county governments appointing a recreation
commission

2.

Place existing Park Board as a committee to
continue to operate the on-going swimmin~ pool
program
'
'
Initiate total financing rather than piehemeal.
(Raise total amount needed and disburse from
I
there)
1

3.

Dick Bowers, of the Gateway Development District' then
talked of "now" involvement; "what we need is action."
Several things can be done without waiting for tµe long
I

I

range program (organizational chart) to be approved as:
I

A.
'

'

Summer evening programs with "pick-up" volunteers.

:

I
I

I
I
I
'
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B.

Use of schools -- only thing now going on is
Saturday morning elementary program

,·-

c.

There,is no program now for·girls.

Could

this.
What we need is involvement!

ac~ivate
I

I
I
I
I

Jim Lynch, Commission Chairman, then had a questfon
answer period.

I

Would the· swimming pool budget be sep ara te?
1

The-response-was to the effect that the budget would 'be submitted by the Swimming Pool Board just as Little League and
all other programs instituted under the· "total" recre'ation
concept.
Concern was also expressed about the-swimming pool's
money for operating; would,it be taken for other programs?
The-response to this was that it would not -- that i t would
be budgeted by the newly formed commission based on the
budget the Swimming Pool Park Board would present

I

and

the money would come from·a·"total" budget.
Reverend James Eddy brought up the point that in effect
what had been discussed all evening was ·already on th,e county's
I

'

books as a passed ordinance.
I

The project team then recommended that this board be re'

vitalized with these concepts:
Proposals were made accepted to:

L

Accept proposal of "total" recreation progr3ll\111ing
(means of structuring and financing, etc.)
by Billy Joe Hall.

outlined

i

I ,

-! -----------i

-- d·····

--

- -

•

-

·:¥h"¥

: ,Ji~~"~

'

'?

,--

PROJECT TEAM DEMONSTRATING
RECREATION PROGRAMMING WITH
COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
PERSONNEL

,,

~II
"

/,

I
I.

_,
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I
2.

A similar presentation be made to city-coundil and
Fiscal Court for their approval.
I

I

To recharge the "old Board" (operating unde:r; the

I

old ordinance) to accept this new concept o:r; allow
those who desire to initiate this and carry it out
to replace those who do not want this

addit~onal

!

responsibility.
The:meeting adjourned with the same group to make the
I

'

same presentation to the two governmental agencies inl the
I

community for their approval.
The Mt. Sterling City Council in conjunction with the
Montgomery County Fiscal Court established a joint ci·tycounty recreation commission.
I

The project team met with the newly formed recreation
commission and outlined the total scope of the respon~ibilities
of the commission.

See chart on the following page.

The commission employed three full-time summer recreation
leaders to begin a recreation program in the

immediat~

future.

i

These students were recreation majors from Morehead

S~ate

University.
The commission agreed to study the feasibility of'
financing a total year-round recreational program.
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PROPOSED ORGAI _;_ ,TIONAL CHART - MONTGOMERY COUNTY - MT. STERLING REC.
COMMISSION
Mt. Sterling
City Council

Montgomery County
Fiscal Court

\
INTERAGENCY ADVISORY COUNCIL

~

MONTGOMERY COUNTY - MT. STERLING REC.
COMMISSION

Membership:
A. Civil Club Presidents (lea.)
B. Interested Lay Citizens
C. Teenagers - Student Council
D. School Principals

-~

Minimum 5 members:
A. May be appointed jointly
B. Fiscal Court may appoint 2 - Council
may appoint 2 - and 1 :appointed jointly
I

----- ... -------FINANCING

PROGRAM

General Fund
City & County

I United Fund

l
,---

FACILITIES

Little League
& All Leagues

COOPERATION

Fields

Arts & Crafts

Playgrounds

I

&

-----

COORDINATION

Aid Agencies Providing
Specialization in
Recreation

Community
Joint planning of both
Sch0ol Facil- program and facilities
ities
with all agencies.

FEES & Charges
33%

SWIMMING Pools

Federal
Facilities

I

!Housing, etc

I

ommunity-Schoo
• Adult Educa tion
• Sat. Morning
• Trimnastics
• Dance Lesson[
• Senior Citizens
Tenn Dances

!

~-+~~~~~-11

Full Time
Part Time

I

~~~'~-,-~-·~:-'-'~~-,,~~
Ci vie Clubs ., , Playgrounds

. S,TAFF

Loan Service of
Recreational equipment
to Groups

Parks

Recreation Center

Prepared for Montgomery County & Mt. Sterling
By_: Dr. Rex Chaney - Morehead St<j-te University
Requested by: Billy Joe Hall - Mf. Sterling National Bank

Mt. Sterling - fi1ontgomery County
RECREATION COMMISSION
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P. 0. · Box 293, :M:t. Sterling, Ky. 40353
JAMES W. LYNCH, Chairman

February 23, 1971

M>(}l!l.~WIN)>Stl~l'~

TONY SAPP, Treasurer
JOHN BROCK
JACK MILLER

Floyd Jack Ison

Mr. Elmer Anderson
Fin<rnci al .Aid Offices
Morehead University
Morehead, Ky.
Dear Mr. Anderson:
The f·!t. Sterlin9-Montgomery County Recreation Commission
would like to be a part of the STEP program for th:e Summer of
1971. We would require from five to nine students as supervisors of a Summer Recreation Program.
'

Last year was the County's first attempt at operating ,a
Summer playgrounc! program under the supervision of the now'
disbanded Gateway Recreation'Commission.
Please let me knm~ as soon as possible as to what will be
required in order to be a part of the STEP program.
I

'

Very truly your's,
''
,-

-

JWL/lt

cc:

' -'

'

'

Dr. Rex Chaney
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CAMPBELL COUNTY
I

Several meetings were held in Campbell County w:i!th
'1

interested groups to determine the direction of the Recreation
'

and Park programs.
The project team met with the member\ of the fis cal
1

court and the park board of Campbell County for the purpose
'

I

of stimulating an 'interest in recreation programs and
',

facilities and outline methods for ·accomplishing tota:l
'

recreation planning.
The community leaders present at the meetings were as
follows:
Bailey Root

City Manager

Howard Thompson

Salesman

Howard Gable

Park Board

Harry McAtee

Park Board

Bob Meyer

Chairman, Park Board

Lambert Hale

Fiscal Court

Judge Andrew Jolly

County Judge

George Mullencamp

Fiscal Court

Billy Romito

O.E.O.

The project team, after much discussion, suggested
that a community recreation survey be completed to determine
interests and needs of the citizenry.
results would become clear priorities.

From the survey

14
It was pointed out that before any continuing program
of recreation and parks could be established in a county as
large as Campbell, the following needs must be met.
A.

I

Need for at least one full-time recreation and park
professional to guide the program.

,'

B.

Need for adequate financing for recreation and parks.

c.

Need for a long range plan to purchase and

I
land for r.ecrea t ion al and park use.

~

I

-

.
'
I

D.

d~velop

'

II

Need for a varied program of recreational activities
I
I

I

on a year-round basis.

E.

I
I
I

Need to plan and work cooperatively with all •facets
of local government including the schools.

This

would assure joint-use of facilities.
The City Manager indicated that consideration would be
given to the alleviation of the needs and that the

i
cm~nty

was beginning to move to hire a full-time recreational
professional.
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PERRY COUNTY
HAZARD, KENTUCKY
The project team visited Hazard, Kentucky, for

i

t~e
I

purpose of explaining how the team could assist their!
'
l
community in planning for total recreation.
The project team was invited by Mr. Aster Sizemore,
member of the Hazard Chamber of Commerce.
I

are:

Those others in attendance and their respective positions
!

'
Mr. K. Eblen

Attorney

Aster Sizemore

Manager of Jerry's

Wm. D. Gorman

President, WKYH-TV

James D. Hill

President, Hazard Tire and
Appliance Company

Bill Landry

Manager, Scott's 5 & 10

Marcus Combs

Manager, Ward's

Harvey Hensley

County Judge, Perry County

Bert Bowman

Editor, Hazard Herald

Arley Barber

Kentucky Power Company

W. Glenn Reynolds

WKYH-TV

W. P. Morton

Mayor·

George Pendleton

Hazard Credit Bureau

Dr. Chaney explained the project team's functioniand
their·availability for subsequent visits if the community
I

desired the same.

I
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The project team recommended the following:
I

L

To establish a Recreation Commission by joint

I

agreement of the Mayor and County Judge or separate
appointment by eithero
2.

Think in terms of future professional leadershipo
I
\

Ways in which project team could assist:
ao

Survey

bo

Student assistance

Co

Financial assistance for students hired

I

I
I

Several questions were raised by the.Chamber such:as:
Have there been any surveys taken in Perry County in the last
several years?

The project team indicated the only survey

done that they know of is the one that is done by the:project
I

teamo

They mentioned several of the surveys they had'done

and indicated that one

co~.ld

be done for Perry County 'with

their assistanceo
One of the guests of the Chamber of Commerce indiqated
their biggest problem was facilities, or rather; the lack.
of facilitieso

They have one field for everyone and it is

over-usedo
Dro Chaney mentioned the BoOoRo and the assistanc~
they could offer in this regard; additionally, there ~s a
possibility of assistance from HoUoDo
The meeting closed with the following resolution 1eing
made in the form of a motion by the Chamber:

I

i

1

I

,.. \

. '1

~'That

the Mayor
I

I

and County Judges appoint a Recreation Committee

17
the

~rom

city and county to investigate and come up with recommendations
for recreation in the community,"
The Recreation Committee agreed to study the feasibility
'

I

of a comprehensive recreation program for Hazard and Perry
Counties and make recommendations to the County Judge and
the Mayor,

I ,

'

.
I •1,.
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OF'F'ICE OF' THE "'1 ... YOR

~

Feb. 24, 1970

Honorable Harve Hensley
.Perry: County Judge
;.Hazard, Ky•

1, . , , ·

···.,

·Deer Judge Hensley:

You will recall that the Chamber of Commerce asked us to appoint·

.

. a temporary COllll!littee to assess the recreational facilities and related

.
. '"items 'that we have here in Hazard and Perry County, with the idea that · •.
· .. ~ii :.the future a joint Perry County/Hazard Recreation Cc:munissfon might . ·
:be fomed to get recreational programs and facilities for our children• ·
.. · ·
Dr. Rex Chaney, Department of Recreation of Morehead State University.
: "· 'adrlsed at this aame meeting that his office would be available to !attend
a neeting of the committee in order to aid us in our determination.of
.
what we haTe and what we need.
,
· · :. .Becaue of this, I woulll. suggest the follcnr.;.,1g persons to serve on
. the · cOlll!littee and would hope that you would add some if yOU. desire i and
·S,Sk that you set up a mePting with Dr. Chaney's office to be held at
the County Court roan as soon as poss,ble:

.

·~

' . ·. · Rev. Aildy Sale
Roy a. ETersole
Alex Eversole
Walter.Prater
Ross Blount
· Charlie Kilburn
· ' ·· Marcu1 Combs
Jame.a D, Hill
.
'·

Pastor Community Church, Lothair
Supt, Hazard City Schools
.Supt. Perry County Schools
Director Haaard Area Vocational School
Hazard, Ky.
Lothair
Little League
Hazard
Perry' Coimty Magistrate
Hazard
President
Perry County Jaycees

If I can be.of :my help, please call on me.It m~ght be·a good 1 idea· to
'~k Malcollll Holliday to have someone at the meeting, as they mightlbe
able to help get monies in future from Bureau of Outdoor Recreation or HUD
for facilftieS~It would probably be good to have someone from Universit:r
of Ky. in Hazard on Committee also.
Yours tr~y,
.

/./_,,~
w.P.MortonMayor
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BOURBON COUNTY
At the invitation of the Executive Secretary of the
I
I

Chamber of Commerce of Paris, Kentucky, Mrs. Nathalie 1
Archbold, the project team attended a meeting held in 'the
Chamber of.Commerce Building, Paris, Kentucky.

'

Thake in attendance and their respective positions are

----

as follows:
Ed Robinson

President, Chamber of Commerce

Mrs. Garnett Sivinford

Supervisor, Teen Square

Rev. John S. Akers

Minister and Member, Teen Square
Board

Tom Atkinson

Student, Morehead State University

Emil Rains

Mayor

William R. Reed

Assistant Principal, Par:Ls
High School

'

Mrs. William Reed
Gene Archbold

Recreation Commission

Mrs. Nathalie Archbold

Executive Director, Chamber of
Commerce

A discussion was held relative to what was needed' in
having a full, well rounded program for their community.
Presently, there.are 8-10 organizations (YMCA, Jaycees,
Kiwanis, etc.) operating fairly successful programs in. the
· coinmuni ty, however, there is no organization or consol.ida ti on
of their efforts; they each go their own separate way .and

\

. '.

20
therefore are missing a lot of youth. -- particularly those
not athletically inclined.

1

They asked the project team to give their guidande and
recommendations in what steps were needed to coordinaJe
these diverse agencies and offerings into a consolidaJed
I
I

effort.
The project team explained the importance of initially
establishing a Recreation Commission either by a city)
I

I

county, or city-county approach., whose authority comes
under the Kentucky Revised Statutes.

Once the Commission was established, this would ciesh
I

the organizations into a workable unit.

Too, an interagency
I

council could be established to channel their needs, ~tc.,
through this newly formed Recreation Commission.
The project team additionally suggested the

foll~wing:

1.

School -- use of facilities

2.

Vacant land that could be utilized

3.

Begin looking for a professional to run a

ye~r-

round total recreational program
4.

After formation of a commission, let the commission
I

and the project team, working in conjunction :with
the local citizens, establish the needs for "tjhe
community.
I

Mr. William Reed, director of a Paris youth centf1r,
'

asked questions concerning B.O.R. participation in th~ir
I

project wherein a youth center had outgrown itself and was
in need of expansion as well as money.

STIMULATING COMMUNITY INTEREST
AND ACTION
IN BOURBON COUNTY

I
(

I

I' I
! '

I•,

0

I

'

!::'~

-;. .".
!

'j.

',

'

I

The project team indicated it would invite Walt
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I

~trange
I

to a meeting with Mr. Reed and other members present to

I

discuss how the B.O.R. could assist them in other endeavors.
The project team met at Morehead State Universit1 with
the Reverend John Murphy and John Acre, minister of S~.
I

Peter's Episcopal Church, to discuss ways to initiate la
recreation program for their community.

'
Ways and means of stimulating community interest 'and
action were discussed through means of an organizational
chart that the project team had constructed.

(See endlosure)

Items specifically discussed were:
A.

Community use of school facility

B.

Financing:

C.

4.

1.

Federal work study

2.

Internship

Submittance to them:

1.

A film on school use entitled "To Touch

2.

Kentucky Revised Statutes 97.10

3.

A book by Richard Kraus entitled Recreation
and the Schools

:I!

Child"

Names of those youth who could assist in thejJr
programs once initiated

,--

The ministers showed the film,

"To Touch a

I

Child,~"

to

I

school board personnel for the purpose of creating conkunity
use of school facilities.
Dr. Davis, retired

p~ysician

and now Heal th Depar,tment

official from North Middletown, visited the University.

The
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purpose of his visit was to take with Dr. Cha*ey of the
project team in regard to the hiring of

feder~l

work study

'
students to assist in the implementation of a1recreation

program in his community for

th~

coming

summe~.

Dr. Davis

'

I

pointed out the lack of a present recreational program in
I
I

his community and the need for a comprehensive type of
recreational program to be effected in North Middletown.
At the end of the meeting Dr. Chaney indicated he
'

would submit a list to Dr. Davis of eligible students,
both in terms of finances and in terms of being recreational
students, from the Bourbon County area for the community
to interview for the position.
Dr. Davis suggested that two be hired.

Dr. Chaney also

requested Dr. Davis to write Tag Guyton, Coordinator of the
Federal Work Study Program, at Berea College, Berea, Kentucky,

ASSISTING
NORTH MIDDLETOWN
IN THEIR QUEST FOR
RECREATION LEADERS

23
requesting that Morehead State University students be allowed
to work in this program for the summer.

A copy of the.letter

I

from Dro Davis to Mr. Guyton will be forwarded to Morehead
State University coordinator, Mr. Elmer Anderson.

I

I

•
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MARTIN COUNTY
INEZ, KENTUCKY
The project team visited Inez, Kentucky, in
County.

Inez has a population of 600,

.I

Mart~n

\!
l

The following people

were in attendance at the meeting:
William R. McCoy

County Attorney

Victoria Kirk

County Judge

Pauline Goble

Assistant Superintendent

L. T. Hardin

Representative

Billy R. Cassady

Teacher and Coach

Charles Kirk

Cashier, Inez Bank

Russell Williamson

President, Inez Deposit Bank

Tom Willi ams on

Inez, Kentucky

Everett Hom, Jr.

Assistant Director, Big Sandy

Eugene R. Ward

Citizen

Pam Ward

Teacher

Inez has no real organization sponsoring a recreation
program and those in attendance were just a group of interested
citizens.
They asked the project team to discuss the ways that it
could be of assistance, indicating that they had no money
'

with which to work.
The project team mentioned that the program under

~hich

the project team operated had no money to offer the community,
!
I
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I

but that it could offer assistance in the way of consultant
and technical aid.

I .de
The project team indicated basically they could gui
or ·assist the community in the way they desired based upon
their needs and priorities.

The project team further1I

I

emphasized that it would not cost the community anyth~ng

i

for them to·work with them.

Basically, it was recommended that the community'.should
initially establish a recreation commission of at least
five members.

This would give them the organizationa+

structure needed to develop subsequent plans and makei
future decisions.
The project team cited several communities that were
presently offering "piecemeal" organization for recreation
'

(i.e. Jaycees operating little league, Kiwanis, the park,
etc.) and although this is good as a beginning, the real

i

solution lay in the formation of a recreation commission
for total recreational programming to look at the total
needs of the community.
Dr. Chaney discussed Paintsville's experience (t~e

'
giving of supervision to groups) and of communities ttlat

'
'

th~y

indicated they had no facilities when actually all

'

needed to do was to look around at such areas as National

'

Guard Armories, supermarket parking areas, and etc.
Maysville, Kentucky, is another typical example.

For !example,

they had a civic club building (Elks) which the projeclt team

,,"'I

I ..'
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recommended to have the upstairs renovated for a teen center.
~'

i

I

'

Also,.a fire station is being utilized as a place for senior
citizens to meet.
Questions were raised as to the Commission's

aut~ority.

Dr. Chaney emphasized that their authority was very lilited
in the·way of funding, however, they may make recommeddations
I
to the fis,cal court for approval of funds from the gen'eral
I

i
'

'

fund; they can have a referendum; can engage in contrJcts
related to recreation (i.e. leasing, etc.); and they Jave
the power to hire and fire recreational professionals !and

'·

i

:

I

!

staff.

.'
One of those present at the meeting (B. R. Cassad:y)

I'

',

(",

\

indicated the only recreation now present in the county
was
I
I

a little league baseball team and a Babe Ruth Program !begun
I

this past year -- all sponsored by the Board of Education.

'

I

This involved approximately 160 youths.

-~
\

'

I

\

I ,
'

There is no park, nor really any real place for these

I
I

youths to participate.

Mr. Cassady did ,remark that they were going to pr:opose
I

I

taking an "itinerant" playground approach to the variofs
' i

elementary schools this past summer (i.e. Monday at on'e

'

I

location, Tuesday at another location in the county).

i

The consensus of those at the meeting seemed to .b:e that
one of their biggest problems was to find a place for routh
j'

•

to meet.

I

Another big headache for these people was to furnlish
,.-,
: I
I

paid supervision for recreation.

Dr. _Chaney indicated the
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project team could furnish people from Morehead to as~ist
I

and then he went on to explain the Work-Study or Step :,Program.
I

I I

Last year, for example, 40 people were hired for recreation
programs in the Step·Program.

'

'

'

'

The project team further indicated the best way

I

~o

approach all of these problems in recreation would be
through the establishment of this commission.

' i

This be:ing

the next step, the project team indicated they would be

'
happy to come back and assist them further in their quest
for a recreational program.

,_
' '
I

'

,\

l.

,-'

I

'i '

''
I

'

'
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FLOYD COUNTY

I

The project team visited the recreational facilitles
at Prestonsburg, Kentuckyo

I

to in:::d::rk, named Archer Park, has many excellent frcilitiek
'

}

i

1 community center building

6 tennis courts (grasstex) and fenced
'

1 tot lot
1 swimming pool
1 boat (anchored in Dry Dock)

I

several baseball and softball fields
1 horse show rink
This community has one of the better facilities within

1 '

the-state for a community of their sizeo

I

The area was1well
I

j '

planned and zoned with the only negative aspect being the
'

r,

locationo

It is just off the interstate on the

of the cityo

outski~ts
I

The only real problem now confronting theI

community is that of leadershipo
Prestonsburg is presently vitally interested in seeing
I

that a program of total recreation is institutedo

In

~iew
i
I

of this fact, the University project team has worked closely

I
I

with those from the Prestonsburg Community in trying to see

I

to it that they realize their objective as soon as possibleo

I

The project team, in cooperation with the school system,
,-'"-

'

'

has provided the community with one of its outstanding I

I

Recreation majors to begin programming to meet the community's
'

'

'

r·,
,' '
'

needso

This individual worked in conjunction with the school

and Park while doing his student teachingo

L_

' '
-~

'I

'

I

t

After his teaching

:.
'
!

l
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assignment is over for the day, he went to the Park and

''

'- '

began to program for their needs.

I

Prestonsburg has hired a part-time recreational staff

n

Ii
n

l

i_

~

'

'

I

I

\•
!

''

I

'

'

'

',

member to program Archer Park during the school year.

This

individual works full time doing recreational program in
the summer.
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:

KENTON COUNTY
FT. MITCHELL,, KENTUCKY

, ,

The project team, at the request of Mr. Bob Stevens,
Chairman of the Ft. Mitchell, Kentucky, Park Board vilited

I

'

the community of FL Mitchell to assist them in activating

I

I

a program of recreation.

Population for Kenton County is

6,000.
Those members of the Park Board present at the meeting
'1

were as follows:

Bob Stevens, Jack Schultz, Jack Bor~herding,
I

,

and Jerry Strickler.

!

This board has only recently been

created.
It was discussed, in general, the services the project
I
'

team provided:
'

I

I

I

1.

This project is in its third year and although
'I

Kenton County was not one of the service areas, the
project team would still render what service~I

,-

I

it could to this community because of their close

I

relationship to Campbell County (a "spin off"

area previously worked in by the project teal)

II

and because of the need exhibited by those present

,,

at the meeting.
I

2.

It was indicated that the project team did nbt have
funds to build playgrqµnds etc. but that Morlhead

..-,
'

,

1#

·

· th e s t a ff·1ngI o f
·
· t y cou w ass1s t in
St a t e Universi
an area or facility through placement of unitersity
recreation intern students or workship-field
experience·students.

1
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The group was asked what or how the survey team could
specifically assist them in meeting their needs.
Mr. Stevens then'went into a brief history of the Ft.
Mitchell area.

He indicated the only recreational

si~e

presently available was one tract of park land in thelshape
I

of a triangle.

A basketball court and ice skating ripk are

to be developed for the teenagers and younger children on
this site.

This will probably cost $3,000 of a 5,0oo;year
I

I

by appropriation for the Park Board.

',

However, this develop-

ment has met opposition from the citizens within the lrea
I

of development because of their fear of this area being
turned into ·a place for "parking," "tramps" and the like.
These people do not want anything done to the area.
There are no athletic fields available outside of the

' '

I

Beechwood High School and it is thought this would beldone

(

!

'

away with.

.-

I

All members indicated land was at a premiµm.
explained two possibilities of obtaining needed

Drl C,haney

I

land.~-

the

l

' urban'
B.O.R. and H.U.D. because of Ft .. Mitchell's being in an
area.

.
If Ft. Mitchell's citizens raise the funds and

I
i
m~tch
I

the same with B.O.R. monies, what about neighboring

II
I

communities infringing (particularly the "public" clause
I

,,

I

I'

·stipulation)?

Dr. Chaney indicated he would get clarifi'

cation on this from Walt Strange, B.O.R. representatife for
'

'

'Kentucky,.and call Mr. Stevens to appraise him of his findings.

,'
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I

There seemed to be a real concern on the part of!the
'

Park Board concerning the community's attitudes

I

towar~

Federal Programs being "attached with strings" (towar1
taxation in·any form).

Dr. Chaney tried to alleviate

these fears through an ensuing discussion.

1

i

The project team then indicated and recommended that

I

Morehead State University, in cooperation with Ft. Mirchell's
'

I

citizens, conduct a survey to more accurately determine the
!
community's recreational needs.
The project team returned to Fort Mitchell, Kentucky,
'

,'

I

for a work and discussion session relating

to.impleme~ting

a survey for the Ft. Mitchell community.
'

The meeting was held in the Blessed Sacrament Cafeteria.
I

'

;

Those in attendance were as follows:

I

Dick Kramer

School Board

Mr. Macklin
Mr. Dillion

President of School BoardI
i
Blessed Sacrament Lay Board

Mr. Butler

Blessed Sacrament Lay Board

i

I

I

,-·

i,

Mr. Whitehead

Member, City Council

Sister Antenella

Blessed Sacrament PrinciJal

Mrs. Moser

Parish Council

Allan Groneman

Parish Council

Rita Hallman

Parish Council

I
I

,

I
I

I

,-

I

•

Moreland Elaine

Fort Mitchell Baptist Church

I
I

'
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.-

Mr. Bob Stevens introduced Dr. Chaney and the pr9ject
I

team and briefly discussed their purpose for returning to
Ft. Mitchell.

I

I
'

Dr. Chaney then discussed the project team's role under

I

the Title I program and answered questions those in attendance
I
I

had in regard to the survey and the recreational needs of

I
I

the citizens of Ft. Mitchell-., Kentucky.

One of the chief reasons for the project team's return
!

I

visit was to show a film entitled "To Touch a Child" which
had implications for the use of schools by the community in

i

their recreational programming.
The intention of this film was not to·sell or fo~ce
Ft. Mitchell into utilization of its schools for recreation;
1

;

I

rather to give them an idea of the scope and variety of
activities that could be implemented with or without the
use of the schools.

This was well presented in the film.
I
.

Another reason for the film was due to Ft.

Mitch~ll's
I
I

I ,
'

'

unique situation of being in an urban area with 6-7 other
I
I
cities with a mile radius of their particular community.
This, of course, presents land use problems of a paramount
I

nature; therefore, the value of the film lies in the ability
I'
of the community to utilize what areas and facilities!that
I

they can and that are nearby.
I

\

Thus again, one comes back

I

'.
to the school which is -- or should be -- the focal point

I
I

r·,

of many of a community's efforts because of the ready

availability of location, land, facilities, and potential

34

leadership held within the school system.

After the film,

Dr. Chaney again responded to questions relating to the
I

'

film and others.
One interesting sidelight concerning Ft. Mitchell is

I

that they have an average income in the community of $10,000
I

This ~ill
!
have a great impact on the project team's subsequent ~roposals

whereas the national average is around $5,000.

.
and recommendations regarding the recreational programming
'

for Ft. Mitchell residents.
The project team discussed the Lifetime Sports Program

"

and its Clinic Programs and also community use of the•school

'

,-

facility.
'
After this discussion, the Park Board asked to see
the

I

I

film "To Touch a Child" (project team recommended if the
''
'

facility situation was as described at the outset of the
meeting) which deals with community use of a school facility.
This film and a slide and tape series on the
will be shown to the Park Board, School

sam~

program

''

Superintendent,
I
!

Principal, Church Advisory, Board of Blessed Sacrament, and
I
a member or members of the school board to attempt tolobtain
I

their support and/or to air any problems related to t~is
type of endeavor.

I'

'
Again, the Park Board emphasized the need for a place
,-

for teenage boys to play basketball in the·winter,

I

ba~eball,

I
'

I

football, picnic and playground facilities (all beingi

.
I

' '

relatively inexpensive but highly needed).

'

'-
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The question was then raised as to what type facilities

'

'

a community this size should have.

'

What, for example) is

happening in other communities of comparable size?
would be ideal?

What are the costs?

wAat

Dr. Chaney indilated

that each community has different needs and where onejprogram
'

or facility might work in one area, it might not in another.
II
Mr. Stout asked about the present use of the Beechwood
I

School and its surrounding area (playground, athletic·
fields, etc.); and about other recreational programs going
I ,

on in the community.

,_

The Park Board indicated the churches are fairly active
having "Knothole" leagues, girls softball, but nothing
presently is happening through the Park Board.

,-

,

'

Mr. Stevens indicated he had been most impressed'by
three factors brought to light during the discussion::
1.

I
I

Survey and its possibilities and potential for
determining needs.

2.
3.

Film, "To Touch a Child" on school use for rJcreation.
I
Student assistance offered by University
and
I
I
'

;--

project team at a nominal fee ($18 per week) Ito
I

the community.
The survey was in two parts:
1.

·Home and Family -- approximately one out of ten
families would be surveyed.

I
I

I.
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2.

School Interest Survey -- the juniors in the: Ft.
Mit~hell

city schools would be surveyed.

,
I

The results of these two forms pinpointed the

ar~as

that Ft. Mitchell should concentrate on in the future! in
order to develop a logical procedure and plan of oper~tion

I

for a well-rounded recreational program.
I

Schools of concern in the area where the surveys!were
completed were:

:·

Beechwood High School -- only school in the city·
Notre Dame -- girls school
Covington Catholic
Villa Madonna Academy - girls
Several questions were raised concerning the survey.
The project team returned to Ft. Mitchell, Kentucky,
for the purpose of dissiminating the Home and Family

1

Survey instrument.
While in the Ft. Mitchell community, the project: team

I
visited or made contact with the following schools to/make
'\

'

'

arrangements for the student interest survey:

I
'

I'

Notre Dame -- has 169 Ft. Mitchell students in 11th grade

I

St. Henry -- found to have no Ft. Mitchell students
'

Villa Madonna -- principal not in
Dixie Hts. -- Teacher's strike
Covington Catholic -- already surveyed
Beechwood -- Teacher's strike
' !

r-.
I

! !
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There are approximately 665 public school students and
800 parochial school students in grades 1-12.
Based on the results of this survey,

recommendat~ons

will be made by the project team as to the direction the
youth of the Ft. Mitchell area have indicated they desire
the Recreation Program for their community to go.

Results

of the survey are to be found in the Appendix.
The following are the recommendations made to Ft.
Mitchell as a result of the survey and the project tei;im's
involvement with the Recreation Commission:
1.

There appears to be a definite need for a fully
staffed recreation teen center where dancing,
crafts, informal activities, sports and girls'
activities may be conducted.

There also appears

to be a need for a swimming pool and park facility
as shown by the student interest survey in
to needed facilities.

r~gard

This need was .further

!
1.

emphasized when the students replied that lack of
these facilities was one of the important reasons
why they could not participate in them.
2.

According to the survey findings, a number of
students felt a lack of confidence in their tjwn
ability to participate in some activities (utjskilled).

This seems to indicate the need ftjr
'

I

trained, professional leadership in school arid
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community recreation programs to educate the: young
'

people in skill development and to foster positive
·attitudes toward the use of leisure time and
recreation.

The project team additionally recommends

I

clinics as Lifetime Sports to implement skilII.
development in a number of areas.
3.

It is recommended that a youth council be formed
to organize and to plan the activities needed for
the teenage community.

Furthermore, it is s~ggested

that these·activities be closely supervised'.' The
youth council should be an advisory council to the
existing Recreation Commission.

4.

Results from the·survey present a concrete case for
'

hiring full-time professional recreation leaders
for the Ft. Mitchell community.
5.

.-,

The Home and Family Survey revealed a great need for
an organized community recreation program.

This was

evidenced by many of the responses and comments
:'

.'

made on the questionnaires.

With a progressive
I
city such as Ft. Mitchell (as evidenced by t~e
'
$10,000 average yearly family income) the city can
'

ill afford not to have a comprehensive

progr~

encompassing all age groups.
6.

The appropriate school buildings should
supplementary recreation centers.

I

'

serv~

as

All new school

I

buildings should be designed and zoned for cbmmunity
I
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I

use.

The community use·sections should be readily

accessible to the public,

I

Their use should not

require the opening of any other portion of Jhe
buildings.

It should be understood that sucJ use

would not conflict with the school program,

Cost

of this use should be held to a minimum, perhaps
to the cost of additional custodial servicesJ

It

should be understood that community recreatiJn would
be made available only if competent leadershJp and

I

supervision is provided and the building is left in
:as good a condition as that which it was fouJd.
I

7.

public~ty

The project team recommends that more

I

given to the program and the purposes,

be

objec~ives
I

and goals of the Recreation and Park Board of the
City of Ft. Mitchell.

I

In view of this, wideJpread
I'
1
.
b
community support is a necessity. Th·is can e

'

' ;
! I

:achieved through close contact with the news media,
'

Let the public know what is being planned and carried'
forth through publicity.

s.
'

KEEP THE COMMUNITY INFORMED.

A swimming pool should be provided.

It is further

\

I

suggested that this swimming pool be provided to

'

'

serve both the school and community in order to
achieve maximum effectiveness (indoor pool).
Swimming can serve as an ideal physical 'education
activity and a lifetime form of recreation,

i

I

In

'

this age when water sports are becoming number one recreationally speaking - it is essential thJt everyone

,.,
I
i
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know how to swim.

A charge should be made for people

using the pool during non-school hours~
9.

I

I

The summer recreation program, begun on a trial basis

I

last year, should be not only continued, butlexpanded
as a part of the total year round recreational program.
10.

I

The city should begin now to consider possible sites
for a city park.

Monies for such land

acqui~ition

may be made possible through federal program$ such

I

as the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, Department of
I
the Interior.
11.

1

Every possible encouragement should be given to
such youth serving organizations as 4-H Clubs,
Girl Scouts, Camp Fire Girls, and Boy Scouts;
'

I

The Ft. Mitchell Recreation Commission agreed to begin
implementation of each of the recommendations as they,can
I

feasibly be done.
•'
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WASHINGTON COUNTY
At the request of Paul Walker, 5th district representative
youth council from Springfield, Kentucky, the project team
met with the mayor and other influential civic leaders of the•
I

I

Springfield community"

The purpose of the meeting was basically to present the
project team's philosophy concerning "total" recreatiln and
I

to assist the Springfield community in getting their

I

~rogram

I
"off the ground" in regard to leadership, financing and
organization"
I

As far as the history of the efforts in

Springfi~ld

is

concerned, the Jaycee's have looked into the possibility of
I
establishing a community center (teen center) type of!
structure but-encountered several difficulties"

They:

abandoned the idea of the center for a while because 0f
lack of support"

!

Then the ministeral association took

I

'
over the endeavor checking with the Jaycee's to see that

I

they were not duplicating previous efforts"

So, the people

that were present at this meeting·were brought

togeth~r

by

the ministeral association to get their thinking and lupport
for some type of community recreational program"

II

Dro Chaney was asked to give his guidance governing what
I

steps or priorities were needed to get something going"

I

Dr" Chaney explained the project team program and indicated
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the following general steps would be necessary for re~lization
of a sound recreational program to be effected within) the
'
community:

1.

Establish a Recreation Commission.

This gives

I

centralization, coordination and continuity.:

The

'

Kentucky Revised Statutes 97,10 allows a conrinunity
I

to establish such a program,

I

Additionally, this

!
II

commission, according to law, must have, at a
minimum, five memberso
2.

Financing and leadershipo
hando

'

These two go hand-in-

Eventually, the community will have to come

to grips with the task of hiring a

professio~al

recreator to plan and coordinate a total recreational

I

program for the communityo
Questions were then asked relative to federal fundingo
Dro Chaney emphasized the programs of the BoO,Ro, F.H.Ao,
HoUoDo and Federal Housing projects, but also indicated to

I

those present that monies for programming were almost\' nonexistento

'

However, the project team did spell out.tolthe

group the Federal Work Study Program wherein the University
in conjunction with the Federal Government would provide
students from their area to assist them in operating a
recreation program, providing 70% of the cost of
individualso

thes~

I
'

I

The question was also raised as to how much it takes to
run a program with the response to the effect that it differs·
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in different communities going from a national average of
$8 per capita, or above, to a low of $1.50 or below. i
I
'

Another question of importance was whether thi.s khould be
I

or is a city or county effort.
be worked in either wayo

It was indicated that it can

If a city program is desired, the

commission is appointed by the Mayor and City Council; if
it is to be a county program, then the county judge and
fiscal court additionally approve of the legislation
necessary to enact this commission into law.
The result of the meeting was that those presentl decided
I

to have a joint city-county program;

to appoint a rec~eation

commission and get started on the "total" recreation concept
by following the project team's outlined priorities.

,
!

The group present appointed a nominating committee of
five persons to select those people from the community whom
they felt could and would adequately serve on such a commission.
!
It was further decided to approach the May and City Council

i

at their regular monthly meeting with "their" selected

I

recreation commission from the city; to explain the p~rpose

'

of the commission and their subsequent goals and objebtives.

i
The County Commission will be selected by the

'
sa~e

procedure at a later date.
Those attending the meeting and their positions ~ithin
I

the community are presented as fol.lows:
Ho Edwin Pulliam

Banker

Paul. Walker

Youth Council

J. Ho Dunlap, Sr.
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Tom D. Reed
John O'Conner

Priest

Alan Baker

Broadcaster

C. V. Bryant
Jas Miller, Jr.

Tobacco

Glenn Salmon

Excavating Cont.

J. X. Strenticest

Priest

Phil Barber

Salesman

Frank Peters
Kenneth J. Gordon

G.M.A.C. Field

Rev. J. T. Blandford

St. Donium Catholic Church

Sister Margrett Marie

St. Catherine College

F. Jerome Convoy O.P.

Pastor, St. Rose Catholic Church

Don Rankiµ

Minister, Methodist Church

Represent~tive

i
I
\
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PROGRAMMING FOR
TOTAL RECREATION
IN SPRINGFIELD, KENTUCKY
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BATH COUNTY

l_ I
A recreation meeting was held by the Owingsville
Recreation Commission in the basement of the Church of God,
Main Street, Owingsville, Kentucky.
The membership in the Owingsville Recreation Commission
is composed of the following members:
Rev. Joseph Blair

Minister, Church of God

Robert Gilmore

Mayor, City of Owingsville

Charles Sturgill

Soil Conservation Servicl

Jack Smoot

Athletic Director and Re6reation
1
Director, Bath County

Charles Purvis

Board of Education

f

I

'

I

'

I .

'

'

The purpose of this meeting was to explore the possi-

'

bilities of obtaining a recreational program for Owingsville
I

citizens and of obtaining federal funds to help

I

defra~

the

I

r-,

cost and to expedite the program.

In order to

proper~y

I

evaluate steps needed to be taken, and to help the commission
in the establishment of priorities, the Commission, tdrough
the recommendation of Mr. Billy Joe Hall, invited Dr. IChaney
I

to their meeting to give them ideas, guidance, and di~ection

I

in the steps needed to activate such a recreation proJram.
I ,

I

'

This was the newly formed commission's second meeting.

,,-

However, it was the first for the project team.
Dr. Chaney talked extensively concerning the ways and
I

'

I

'
'

means of obtaining federal funds such as:

I

B.O.R., F.,.A;
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programs, and the ramifications, combinations, and the pros
I

and cons of the same.

Also, memberships, bond issues,' and

I

financing were discussed as means of paying for facilities.

I
II

Additionally, Dr. Chaney spent considerable time talking of
the way programs had started from the "grass roots" level
in Paintsville, Brooksville, and Maysville under the Title I
Act.

He dealt with the question of schools and their possible

use by the recreation program that would be enacted.

,Dr.

Chaney said this situation required special handling and
problems, but did offer excellent possibilities for city
recreation -- school cooperation concerning joint use of an
expensive facility.
The mayor showed a letter of invitation to the project

!

team that came from the Bath County librarian concerning the
White House Conference to be held in Washington in 1970.
There was to have been a meeting at Morehead State University
'

to discuss issues and priorities that should come forth
from the Appalachia region to be considered at the White House
meeting in 1970.

The letter requested the mayor to focus

on the five greatest needs for the youth in his city and
county.

The mayor, in response, listed the following to

be the greatest needs of his community's youth:
1.

Swimming pool

2.

Tennis courts

3.

Croquet and horse shoe pit lighted

4.

Teen center or a type of community center building

5.

Basketball

i
I
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I ,
I

'

Much time was spent discussing land, land costs, :land
I

values in the community; all in relationship to the mayor's
"five priorities" mentioned above.
Considerable time was taken in the form of questions
posed to Dr. Chaney, most of which concerned land and/funding,

I

r!

1.

I

Could recreation areas within a city be separated?
!

I

(affirmative)

r-

2.
,I

Could land be matched with a federal grant?
(affirmative)

Dr. Chaney volunteered the services of Mr. Walter Strange,
!

area coordinator or representative for B.O.R. funding) from

I

the Kentucky Program and Development Office, Frankfort,
Kentucky.

The purpose of Mr. Strange's visit to Bath I County
I

--

was to outline steps to be taken in the community for:the
acquisition and development of suitable areas and steps

'
needed in planning areas.
It was emphasized that at this time no one in the

!

Gateway Development Area had submitted a plan and that

!

Owingsville would stand an excellent chance for obtaining
I

federal grants if they would get something started.
It was indicated funds could be cut next year so: to
proceed -- not in haste, but also, not dragging their
feet if they were ready to start.
At the second meeting of the Owingsville Recreation

I

Commission, Dr. Chaney introduced Mr. Walter Strange who

I

spoke on the types of programs in which Owingsville could enter.

I

I

i
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I

Mr. Strange talked of the program he represents and some
of the rules and regulations of the same.

Some of the

following facts were made known at this meeting concerning
the B.O.R.:

,-

L

They (B.O.R.) will not participate in building

r

divic centers, storage areas, etc.

i
r-

2.

They will build:

I

Picnic Shelters (open)
Restrooms
Ball Fields
Swimming Pools
Lakes
Volleyball Courts
Handball Courts
Hiking Trails
Boat Docks
3.

Some of the ways of obtaining the city's matching
''
share are:
Cash
Donation
Memberships
In-Kind Contributions (i.e. city or county trucks
1
can be used; personnel can be used)

4.

The B.O.R. program is a reimbursable program which
I
I

I

means the city obtains money (50%) upon the B,. O. R. s
I

receipt of a cancelled check.

This means tha!t
the
I

city must have capital to begin the work, andI to
I

work with.
I

5.

Once a site is selected, B. O. R. has to approv:e and
'
inspect this site, and upon approval, enter i~nto
a contract.

6.

The B.O.R. expects the city to maintain and operate
the acquired and developed site indefinitely.

If
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one builds a pool and maintenance costs $15,qoo per
I

year, the city must still leave it and operate it.
7.

The city may build on leased land.

8.

The B.O.R. discourages school-land use because of
'

school expansion, etc., plus the fact that tlie

i

program they become involved in is for the total
I
I

I

community and not just for schools' use.

!

'

9.

' a
The City of Owingsville is talking in terms of

I

$100,000 facility.
10.

I

Mr. Strange emphasized strongly not to thinkisolely
in terms of building-a swimming pool, rather.think
in terms of a total facility -- one that will take
care of everyone's needs (including the handicapped).

Mr. Tom Knepshield, member of Instant Recreation Company,
and salesman for Game Time,

Inc., was then introduced.by
I

Dr. Chaney.
Mr. Knepshield talked of his planning firm and told how
he could and would assist them in planning and development
I
of Owingsville's facilities.

Mr, Knepshield showed the

commission a plan drawn up by his firm, of a facility ,they
were developing in Georgetown, Kentucky, population lq,ooo,
This was a $200,000 facility,
Mr. Knepshield indicated they would do all planning,
I
legal work, contracts, etc., if they were given the cdntract

!

to handle this facility.
'

'

~

' :

Otherwise, they would charge $500
I

''

'
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to draw up plans for this facility and if they were not
I

accepted or not built, all the city would owe the plaJning
firm would be $500,
I

I

I
'-

The Commission then asked Mr, Knepshield to handle' the

I

project and draw up the plans for them,

I

The next step as indicated by the Commission would be

I

to try and contact the chairman and the·school board to,see

I

if they could not obtain the land which is now a part\of

I

the·school's property,

'

r-

Mr. Knepshield said that a plan would be ready iri' two

!

weeks and not to start on a "drive" etc,, without first

I

having something as these plans to show the·community!I
I

The project team, along with members of Instant

I

I

Recreation, Inc,, returned to Owingsville to show memqers
of the Board of Education a rough draft schematic of
the community would be realizing in the way of a

I

~hat

recr~ational
I
I

facility if and when they entered into ·an agreement with
I

Instant Recreation, Inc,
.
areas o f
However, t h ere·were two main

[
.
d"ia t e concern
imme

before the school board could vote either way as to adcepting
or rejecting the above proposal,
L

I

The whole question stems around whether or not the
'

I

Board of Education could legally turn the school
I

property over to the newly created Recreation

I

Commission,

I

This is due to the fact that most

I

members felt you could not turn over (deed) mortgaged
property (which the school's is),
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2.

'.

I

I

Do we (school board) want to do this?

Most wanted
'
'
time to consider this among their constituents

I
I
I

before voting on the issue.

The board decided to meet at a later date to decide on

!I

the issue.

'
Dr. Chaney and Mr. Tom Knepshield were to try to1get

answers to the legality question and report back immediately
to the Board of Education.

1
Dr. Chaney recommended to change
:
I

the Owingsville's Recreation Commission to include theI county,
i.e., Bath County or Bath Metropolitan Park Board.
Dr. Chaney and Julian Walker, Recreational

Consu~tant
I

and Planner, Frankfort, Kentucky, visited Bath County Ito
look over the proposed site for Bath County's newly planned
recreational complex.

A three acre·site behind the htgh
'

school had been selected for the county's recreation

~rea.

On this site ·was to be a swimming pool, tennis courts,:
I

playground, and picnic areas and tables.

I

The purpose of the meeting was to give Mr. Walkeri,
Planner of Instant Recreation, Inc., an opportunity to view
I

the land and begin to formulate and develop a logical !and
systematic plan for its future development.

i'

After this meeting, it was decided that another meeting
!

I

should be scheduled to present the tentative plan for 1the
''
Bath County recreational complex.

I

The plans have been formulated and presented to the
I

I

Recreation Commission.

Implementation toward development
I
I

will begin as soon as the land has been garnered from,the
·school board.

'

I

'

i

. I

' I

'
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ROWAN COUNTY

I
Morehead, Kentucky, a small rural university coJunity
in the Appalachian foothills of Eastern Kentucky receAtly
employed a unique approach to.soliciting funds for a luch

'

needed and long overdue recreational complex for its ditizens

!

and for the University students"

i

For well over two years, the University, through the
'

efforts of a Title I Research Grant from the Federal government
to the University's Recreation Department, has endeavqred
to promote the concept of total recreational programming in
I'

an eighteen county region of Eastern Kentucky"

Not one of

the counties had any semblance of a recreation program when
'
the grant began" After repeated visits into the commJnities
in the counties, contacts were arranged and plans were
initiated to meet with the leaders in the respective
communities"
Rowan County, being one of the counties under the grant,
decided to. initially finance their recreation programithrough
a grant from the Farmer's Home Administration.

The community

applied for and received tentative approval for FoH.AJI funds
in the approximate amount of $300,000 for building a

~ecre

ational complex; purchased 60 acres of land to be developed
into a recreational complex; employed and received arJhi1

I

tectural plans for a year round swimming pool, recreational
I

I

community building, four all-weathered surfaced tennis courts,

I

i

I

I

I

I
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baseball and softball fields, tot lots and inforced gi\.mes
and court areas; sold 340 family memberships at $100 Jer

I

family for local support of this project; and has ask~d the

iI

city council to budget for year round supervisory personnel.
f

I

The Title I project team assisted by guiding Rowan County
I

in each of these developments.

However, due to the

V~etnam

·war·and other domestic problems, the Nixon administration
ordered a cut-back in domestic spending and the F.H.A.
advised the community they could not make the long term
loan.
It was felt if a program were not implemented at 'this
time, while the citizenry of Rowan County was ready to, act
on some sort of recreation facility, it would perhaps be a
I

generation before the topic would be brought forth again.
Proponents of the recreation complex then turned to the city
of Morehead and the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation for financial
assistance.
The city council indicated they would support the· project
if the local community could raise $10,000 to help defray the
expense by requesting a $135,000 grant from the B.O.R.: and
by placing

o~

a ballot a referendum to borrow. approximately

$125,000.
To raise the needed $10,000, Morehead and Rowan County
displayed "Community cooperation" in "full measure" during·a
I

five hour telethon in which $11,200 was pledged for th~ contemplated recreation center.
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The telethon was conducted by radio stations WMOR and
WMKY; Morehead T.V. Cable, and the Visual Aids Department
of Morehead State University from which the program oJiginated.
'

I

The-recreation association and the city stressedjthat
I
I

approximately 340 families had previously subscribed and
'

paid $100 each to the recreation complex, and without,the
telethon the entire venture would not have been

possi~le
I

because for a project such as this total community support
is vital to its success.
The telethon enabled most citizens in the community,
I

'

many for the first time, to really understand what was
trying to be accomplished for them through this project
'

The What, Where, When and How of the project.
Rowan County and Morehead, thanks to radio, television,
.and community pride and support, are now well on the way
toward meeting a basic human need for all people

'
Recreation.

.·~'The Administrator of the Farmer's Home
Adni.inistration informs us that our
application for an FHA rural recreation loan
has ·been turned down. Funds from that
ag~µcy will not be available, at least, during
tlje next fiscal year and the outlook for funds
~ ,the forseeable future appears dim.
"However, there is a way for Morehead to
have a recreation park. The Bureau of
Outdoor Recreation will give iis half the
money, if we put up half. The mayor has said
that with the money we have colleCted from

our iriember8; he thinks thedty can raise tl)e
$120,000 that is needed to match government .

funds. With quick action, we could get
· started this summer.
·
"Under this plan, the park would be owned
iand maintained by the city and the members
of... t))e Association would not have to pay
annual dues. The park would be .open to the
: P)l.b)ic.
" ·:·~In· order to get the. federal matching
·funds, we will have to act quickly. I am
calling .a meeting for 7:30 p.m., Thursday
night; April 9, in the county court room at the
court · house to decide about this plan of
action. I urge you to attend so t'iat we can·
agi:ee on a plan.
:,"Members· inay: 1l Vote· to· wait
indefinitely for funding for a private park
or; 2) may demand refunding of their
m~mbership fee· in. the accordance with the
terms in the application form. However, I
be,lieve the plan explained above is our only
chance to get a recreation park now and I
.
urge you to support it.
"If you cannot come to the meeting and
you wish to support a public park, please
sign the form and return it to me today. If
you wish to .v.ith-draw your support and your .
money or if you wish to wait indefinitely for a
private park, please say so in writing."
: ·The coupon Barber referred to in the
foregoing communication was an
authorization that the $100 of each
subscriber be available to the City, but
retiµ"ned to the member if the "City O\med"
recreation park proposal did not materialize
in ,a "reasonable" length of time.
t~ '

...

,~

More Money

----~

-,

,--

• • • City Needs Large Grant, Plus $115,000 Loan

$17; Jenny Duff $10; Joo, Josephine and Mrs. Willie Gregory SS.
Others Include· Linda C.ooley SS; Frank
Morehead, and Rowan County displayed Presbyterlii.n Church $'725; Mrs. J.M. Gai'red effort" subscriptions ta over $40,000.
Elizabeth Tolliver $50; Arvil Caudill
"community cooperation" in "full measure" $100; Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Speer, Greg and
!Morehead Tire Supply) $50; Larry Caudill Laughlin S25; Kenneth Blair 11; Mary
FHA Loan II Denltd
during the almost Jive hour telethon last Doug$100; Optimists $100; Anonymous$100;
Roberts
SS; Junt?Jamison $10; David Hargis
$1; Mr, and Mrs. James Ison $10; Teresa
Thursday In which $11,212.36 was pledged for Mr. and Mrs. Homer Gregory $100;
The Idea of a "long overdue" recreation Baggett and Kim &hmidt 125; Catherine SS; Mlchael, Mlche1le, and Chris Yaden $Si
Morthead T·V Cable $300; Mr. and Mrs. complex to serve Morehead, and Rowan Bach $25; Deane's Jewelry $50; Bud Lucke
Cindy Walker $1; Joe Reynolds St:
the contemplated recreation center.
This exceeded the $10,000 goal of the John Hanrahan SIOO; Morehead Woman's County, started about two years ago. It was $1; J, Parker SI; Chuck Adllms $13; Timmy WilllomsonCompany <Ken Godsey) $50; Bill
Club $300; Mr. and Mrs, Roy LytleStOO; Mr. anticipated at the time that Ir the community Fouch $2; Brian Adkins $5; Mr. and Mrs.
Hamilton $5; William Bigham $50; Marvin
sponsors,
Deaton $50; James and Karen Clarke $25;
The telethon <mechnnlcsl was conducted and Mrs. Carl Jone9 '100.
raised $50,000, the Farmers Home Leonard Wat.sari $10; Bobby Johnson $25;
Dorsey
Hardin Jr. SlOO; Judy Fannin sso;
by radio stations WMOR and WMKY;
Others· Mr. and Mrs. IJnkous Cisco SlOO; Administration would make 11 40 year loan at Doak Walker S14; Keith Quinn $1; Sherry, Pc.tMcGareySSO; Mm, MtirvelCaudlU,.Pam
Morehead T·V cable on chnnncls 2 and 11;
n low interest rate or around $475,000, Steve, Tammy, Byron Fultz $20; J, C, Jolly
and the visual 81ds department of Morehead Anonymous $100; Homer Gregory Co. <C.L, making the total cost more than a half· $1 i Chris Hedges $1; Ronnie Day SI; Candy, and Crosley $50; Arnold Pack $50; Lee
Moore $10; Willie Gregory $5; Dr. J.E.
State Unlver5llY from which the program Armstrong) $100; Mr, and Mrs. J. Earl million dollars.
Andra, Larry Wilson $10,
.
McBroyer SlOO; Mrs. Mahlon Hall and
originated.
Because of the Vietnam War, President
Others who contributed In the telethon • Duncan $5; Ray Roberts $5; Ron Smith SS:
About 360 pe<iple called In on 'Special family (In memory of Mr. Mahlon Hall) Nixon ordered a cut-back in domestic David Doran Flatt $10; Candy, Andra, Hildreth Maggard $20; J.M. Ferguson $5;
phones provided by General Telephone $100; Mr. and Mrs. Rohert Wolle $100; 5pendlng and lending and FHA advised they Sandra Harris $3; Mr. and Mni_. Larry Mr. and Mrs. Larry Netherton $10; Lonnie
Citizens Bank $200; Mr. and Mrs. Buford could not make the long term loon.
Company.
Wilson $10; Debbie Mullen $5; Lee and Gregory $5;·Staff or WMKY SlO; Mrs. Len
The largest contribution came from Cave Crager $100; Mr. and Mrs. Tom Burns $100;
Proponents of the center then turned to the Barbara Allen $7i Elmer Gregory $5; Jeff Watson $11; and Staff of WMOR·$!!_
Run Clinic. They (doctO!"!I and personnel) Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lewis $100; Cecil Whittle City of Morehead. The City, as a constituted Barker $5; Byron Kelly Robbins $1; Jimmy
$100; William Mahaney JOO; John Hanr8.han municipality, is eligible for a Sl>-50 nutright
subscribed $1,100.
Morrison $5; Mark Lewis $5; Larry Johnson
$100; Arlie Doanhue $100; George Hill $100; grant.
St3; Davie Phiiley $1; American Home
Carl Stout,. Jr. $100; Daryl Bates $100;
Many Gave Over 1100
The Morehead-Rowan County Recreation Department, Morehead Woman's Club $27:
Andrew Offutt $100; Steve Hamilton $100; Association, Inc. (non-profit group) voted
.'Jnah Logan $20; Jeffrey Bryant SS; Mitchel
Others who pledged SIOO or more· WMOR Jack VnnHook $100; and Dorsey Hardin, Jr. the project over lo the City, and Council Bryant $5; Phillip Dehart '5: Cbri!I Duff fl;
$100; Mrs. Otto Carr $100; A Civic Group $100.
accept~.
Darlene and Gretta Jo Keith $2; Rohr.rt
$359.G:i; MSU, Recreation Society $100;
Donahue $5; The E11gles Nest $25; Glenn
The recreation association and the City
Battson Drug $100; Monarch Supply
Bond IJ,derendum Prob.ableFields $12; Mike Abner $10; Bev and Pal
stressed
that
about
300
famWes
had
<Glennis Frnleyl $100;' Anonymous SIOO;
The status of the proposed recreational McClain $25; Susan Abner $10; Kelly Abner
Melhodist Church $600; Presbyterian previously subscribed, and paid, $100 each to center as of today •
$25; Dave and Rozella Abner $25; Kenny
Church $700; Jim and Karem Barker $100; the recreation complex; and their names are
+The City is In the process of purchasing Adams and Steve Martin $2; Kathy Adams
Dr. Milburn Wheeler $100: Allen's IGA $300; not included In the over Sll,000 raised what is known as the E.B. Sluss property on $5; James Gregory $5; Daryl Hamilton $5;
through
the
telethon.
(Thls
list
was
Mi-s. William H. Layne Un memory of her
south Bridge Street for $65,000, plus some Bobby Johnson $1.50; Tommy Queen $2;
parents) $lllS~ Mr. and Mrs. Glerui W. Lane previously published In the Morehead Interest. Sluss optioned and then sold the Michael Gillum $1; Clarrissa Thomas.$!;
Newsl ..
$100.
property, lying along Triplett Creek, and in Lynn Rlttenhouse$S;Gir1Scouts'l'roop842 $3;
.The telethon brinp the "local community the neighborhood of the Morehead State Brownle Troop 383 SS; Charles Childers $10;
Others giving $100 or more • Faith
University heating plant, loC,B. Cornett and Gleh Boodry $10; Paul Stokes $5; Stevie
Russell Barker, two of the original Swllzer$5; Michael Cooley SI; Danny Dalley
$5; Steve Walker $5; Cindy and Laura Queen
promoters of the project.
+ Plans have ·been revised so the $5; Skipper Holly $11; Rusty and Ronnie
recreation complex will cost about $375,000, Kaub: $25; lone Chapman $25; Ellmbeth
Instead o! the original $525,000. However, it Mayo $25; Doug Phillips $2; Steve Martin
will sUll contain a large clubhouse with iu; Shane Bethel $5; Walt Bethel .110.
kitchen and banquet facilities; all-year
Others who contributed In the telethon •
olympic swimming pool; many lighted ball Mr. and Mrs. MiCky Wells and Shelly $20;
diamond,, and playing field,,; and other Gail Mnrtln Sto; Bill'Rosenberg $5; Rusty·
recreation facets such as tennis courts, Deon SlO; .Mr. and Mrs. James Mann $10;
horse-shoe pitching; volley ball etc.
Mr.andMrs.J.H.Pelphrey,Jr., IPelpbrey's
+The City is preparing an application for · Store) $25; Debbie Pack RO; Gary Cisco$25;
a grant of $135. (A grant should not be . Jaycettes $25; Jeff Mcintosh $2; The Red
confused with a loan).
Steer $SO; Mr. and Mrs. Don C. Wells $2S;
+ The City will receive the approximate Anonymous $25; Larry Caudill $1; Alice Cox
$40,000 from the recreation llSSOClation ·this $25; Clifford Caudill $5; Sgt. James T.
ls the $30,000 previously subscribed, and the Co.udill,Jr. In Vietnam $5; Rebecca Hevener
moncy'ralsed through Thursday's telethon. $15; Matthew Hffi $Si George Luckey $50;
+Thesallcntfact01'80..SO!noware: 1. Will Mary Alice Jayne $25c; Ann Hulett SS; Mr.
the City be approved !or the nbout $165,000 David Brown $3; Pam Phillips $2.50; Harold
grunt from the federal government. Mayor Bates, Jr. $10; Mr. and Mrs, Winfred
William H, Layne said today ho l.s sure this Crosthwaite $50; Donnie, Sandra, and
will be forthcoming; ,2. Will the City place on Bridget Butler $5; Ricky Dulin $5; Mr. and
the ballot (probably November general Mrs. Henry Glover $10; Mr. and Mrs. Paul
electlonl a referendum to borrow around Dulin $2; Stephen Perkins $25; Danny
$125,0001 It Is possible for Council to vote to Waliace$5; Billy and Bobble Hough $10:; Mr.
borrow this money without a public
andMrs.SteveYoungSSO; WayneHough$2;
referendum. However, the money market ls MlchelleEarley$5; Betty Jean Gregory $30;
Ught, and the Interest rate i.s usually lower Morehead Woman's Club Fine Arts Dept.
on a "voted" bond Issue, with eru"-marked. SIS; Cheryl Fergusoa $10; Umiea Gay
reVeiiue, bearing llil!'flill faith ilnd integrity Ferguson $10; Burl Lee Ferguson $10;
oftheCltylrtherevenuetoamorllzetheloan Denise Ferguson $10; Mr. and Mrs, Paris
payments Is insufficient; 3. How· soon can F~rguson $10; Anthony and Anna Crouch $5:
construction start? Arter the recreation Ferguson Electronics $35; Tom Hayes SlO;
center ls opened, the City has assumed a Jerry ~ruggs $10~ Joe Hodge S25i Mr. and
---"conslderable'-L t.ask-ln- lts-oparation -Mrs.· Ray- Roberson $25; Mr•. and Mn. D.E ••- - - - - - - requlring
considerable
personnel, Bayless $25; Daryl Thompson $2; Vickie Lee
management etc, and hope that profits can Damron SI; Senior &outs 16, $10; Wffilam
meet the bonded Indebtedness.
Richardson $25; Leslie Smith SI; Sammy
Others who made pledges during the Gullett 110.
telethon are· Mr. and Mrs. Willlam Hough
Other telethon contributions • L. J. and
US; Eddie Byron $10; Sigma Pi Fraternity' Judy Caskey $5; University Younger
$25; Dr. Crayton Jackson $50; Community
Woman's Club $10;Kenny Johnson $10;
Student Volunteers $50; Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Tommy Lyons $7.50; Michael Cooley SI;
An~en;on $10; Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Landreth
Cheryl Hargis $1; Ricky Bonyai.a SI; Betsy
125: ChrlstopherandJohn Offut $9S; Mr. and· Bonyata Sl; Teresa Gillum $1; RnmonaMrs.Nelson Byron$25; Nina and Buffy $95;
Wolfe SI; Chuck Bonyata $1; Angela Gillum
Myrtle Hamm $10; M~k McClure $1; Laura SI; ~ro.lt Clarke so cents: samrny COrnett $1;
Duncan $5; Theta Chi, Un memory of James· Terry 'Hopper·s1: Kelly Clarke 50 ~ts; E. Hackel $50; Mr. and Mrs. Meade Roberts James O, Botta SIO; Miss Lori Cox $10; Billy
sso: Anonymous $25; Mr. and Mrs. Ora Blacli:SS; Mr.andMn. WllllamBlgham$50;
Fraley 110: Frankie Gevedon SS: ChJ Phi Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Fryman $50; John
Fraternity $10; Kim Barker $5; Jimmy Back SS; Lea Casper $1; Winfred Adkins $2;
Ward $2 Mrs. J.A. Allen $25; David Johnson Ken Godsey $25; Faye Ellis $10; Mr. and

--,

April 4, 1970
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Dear Member;

I

The Administrator of the Farmer's Home Administration informJ us that
our application for an FHA rural recreation loan has been turned down.
Funds from that agency will not be available, at least, during th~ next
fiscal year and the outlook for funds in the f orseeable future appears dim.

I

However, there is a way for Morehead to have a recreat'ion pank. The
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation will give us hal r the money, if we p~t up half.
The mayor has said that with the money we have Pollected from our'members,
he thinks the city can raise the $120,000 that is needed to matchlgovernment
funds. With quick action, we could get startPd this summer.
I

Under this plan, the park would be owned and maintained by the city and
the members of the Association would not have ro pay annual dues, 1 The park
would be open to the public.
In order to get the federal matching funds, we will have to 9ct quickly.
I am calling a meeting for 7:30 p.m., Thursday night, April 9, in the county
court room at the court house to decide about this plan of action. 1 urge
you to attend so that we can agree on a plan.
·
Members may: 1) Vote to wait indefinately for funding for a private
park or; 2) may demand refunding of their membership fee in the accordance
with the terms in the application form. However, I believe the plan explained above is our only chance to get a recreation park now and·I urge
you to support it.
If you cannot come to
park, please sign th., form
draw your support and your
a private park, please say

the meeting and you wish to support a public
and return it to me today. If you wish to withmoney or if you wish to wait indefinit~ly for
so in writing.
Yours very sincerely,

Woodrow W. Barber, President'
Morehead-Rowan County Recrea~ion Association
Clip and Return

-----------------------------------------------------------------r---------

To:

MOREHEAD-ROWA~

COUNTY RECRF.ATION ASSOCIATION, Inc.:

The undersigned having contributed $100.00 to Morehead-Rowan County
Recreation Association, a corporation, thereby becoming a member of such
Association, hereby agrees and consents that such Association may' pay over
and deliver unto City of Morehead, Kentucky, such membership fee 1to be used
solely for deyelopment of a public municipal park, provided, howe'ver, (1)
that in event the City does not within a reasonable time develop !such municipal park system the membership fee shall be returned by the Cit~ to said
Association and provided further, (2) that undersi?:ned shall be [released
from any further subscription or pledge to said Association here~ofore made.
day of April, 1970

!

$10,000· IS THE GOAL!!
i

Commwilty £.eadvrA and ll.a.CUo-te.lev.fA.lon .6 e11.ulc.e6 ht Mo11.ehea.d plan!
'

I

a 1na6.6.lve "telethon" 6011. 11.ec.11.ea.t.lon .ln Mo11.ehead.

i

-

I

i
WMKY

WMOR
CHANNEL 2
MAY 14, 1970

THURSDAY
7:00 -11:00 PM

i .
'

Members of the city council and officers of the Morehead-Rowan
County Recreation Association will present the plan to the
citizens of Morehead this Thursday night. The status of land
acquisition, the priority of facilities will all be discussed.
THE CITY COUNCIL WILL HOLD A SPECIAL MEETING
AT 10 :30 PM. THE MEETING WILL BE CARRIED LIVE
ON ALL MEDIA. THE DECISION IS UP TO THE
CITIZEN!!
Show your interest by donation.

Call:

783-3241
783-3106
783-2186
Representatives of civic and church groups will appear to make
contributions from their organizations.
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SUP-PQRT
PLANS FOR A

MOREHEAD CIT
PARK

.
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watch the recreation
telethon
.
·ca,b..le. channel.2,·WMKY, & WMqJR
,-,MAV,j4· 7
- 11 pm.
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WORKING TOGETHER
AT THE LOCAL LEVEL TOWARD A
COMMON GOAL •.. ENRICHMENT OF
COMMUNITY LIFE

PROPOSED FACILITIES
of the
MOREHEAD-RO\./AN COUNTY RECREATION ASSOCIATION
It is the intention of the Morehead-Rowan County Recreation
Association to construct the following facilities on approximately
28 acres of land conveniently located:
;
The CLUE BUILDING will have men and women's locker r 1ooms,
shower rooms, rest rooms, sauna rooms, dining room, ki~chen, snack
bar, game rooms, meeting room and lobby.
The S\./IMMING POOL will be a 50 yard, N.C.A.A.pool, 8 lanes wide
with a deep diving end. 'J:'he pool will be enclosed and heated.
There will be ample deck area around the pool. Pool roof will
be removable in the summer time.
Outside, there will be the following facilities:
The 4 TENNIS COURTS will be "Teniko" all weather courts, fenced
and lighted.
There will be a "Little League" baseball diamond, a softball
diamond, and a baseball diamond. The lit·tle league and softball
diamond will be lighted. There will be rest rooms, concession
stand and bleacher seating.
There will be a fenced and lighted "Kiddy" playground. There
will be outdoor facilities for badminton, volley ball, croquet,
shuffle board, horse shoes, etc., all of which will b~ lighted.
There will be a paved multi-use area for baseball wliich can be
flooded and used for ice skating in the winter.
'
There will be picnic areas with tables, benches and cook-out
stoves.
The entire area will be serviced by paved roads and amp+e
parking areas and all will be tastefully landscaped.
1

STATEMENT OF PROBABLE COSTS
Land - 28 acres
$ 60,000.00
Club Building & Pool
224,000.00
Outdoor Facilities
95,000.00
Architect-Engineer Fees
20,000.00
Legal Fees
500.00
Expenses
500.00
Total Project Cost
$ 400,000.00

FINANCING
500 Memberships of
$100 each
· $ 50,000.00
40 Year loan from:
Farmers Home Admin.
350,000.00

OPERATING BUDGEJ'
INCOME Yearly dues of
$96 x 500 members
(this is $8.00 per
month per family)
$
Income from dining room,
snack bar, concessions
and other rentals.

EXPENSES
Yearly payment
$350,000.00 loan
$
lCY;b surplus reauired
by F.H.A.
- !
Manager, Cooks, I
Janitors,Life Guards,
Grounds Keeper, ;
Utilities, taxes,'etc.

Total Income

$

48,000.00
15 ;000. 00
63,000.00

$ 400,000.00

20,740.00
2,100.00

40,251.00

$ 63,000.00

MOREHEAD - ROWAN COUNTY
RECREATION ASSOCIATION
PROPOSED FACILITIES
BY SIECO, INC ARCHITECTS .... ENGINEERS - PLANNERS
•D1••••••••••••••••,.•••E•••""""""'"""™'""""""'"'"''"""""'""'*""""'A"""""m"'*'"'tt""',."'""""w"""""""'"""""""'-,Z,.02=•••'•"""'"'"""""";-<'=~:..""'4r:>:'"~-·-.·
•

PLOT PLAN

...

'

Re8red~tbn6f ··Ceriver

·. i

·

1
some of the-recreation plans so the cost will I
be about $30C,OCO. Will the City apply for a :
$125,QGO matc;1ing grant? .
·
;
+ How will the City raise its one:half
($125,000) for the park? Will a referendum
<specified and ear,marked) tax be
$100.
necessary? The City would undoubtedly
.·A park, approaching a cost of about have a problem borrowing $125,GCO in the
$425,000 had been planned on South Bridge existing tight money market, urJess it was
Street, ·· with
a
Farmers
Home by a vote (mandate) of the taxpayers. Soma
Administration long term foan financing the Council members have. "openly" viewed an
occupational tax (perhaps one percent) suC:1
balance, about $395,000.
The FHA loan was denied after President as many Kentucky cities of the first four
Nixon ordered a cut-back of about 75 percent classes already have. This would be a "big
money raiser" as all employees of Morehead
· in domestic spending because of the Vietnam
State University, Cowden Manufacturing
War and the costly space (moon) program.
Actually, Morehead's Council did nothing Company etc would have the one percent ,
more Tuesday than they had about 12 years
taken from their pay checks.
+ Should the City take a "wait and see
ago. A vote at that time called for a city
recreational plan.
what develops" position, i.e., purchase the
The City, as a municipality, is eligible for a . land for $60,000; and hold it with hope that
50-50 grant from the federal government.
the position of the federal government will
Usually· these grants require fong study change and the FHA loan, or other federal
·
subsidy, develop? · ·
·· · .
before approval.
As: of today the city'owned parlc plan is ill ..
- Tuesday's action by Council brings fort)l
.!he~e: quest)ons ·- . ·
· sort of "status ·quo" despite Tue:;day's
· ·
·.
.
_ .._· ,:
, +.If the 300· charter members put up their council yote. · -- - --~$3Q,OOO'.wi1F~lie qty apply _for,a gfa~fcif aii-- Ma:((ir ·William: H. - Layne, who· was -i~-
. equal··:·:amount·-to· purchase··the. property Washmgton and did·not·att.end the Council··
--~d.er, !)p!iq1'/i-9mcE; }!,_,Slus~1 "· •: <;'_,:;":' ., _ ,·· meetijig saf_d _ihat '-'progi-~~s on.the park,may
. ~~:'l?e:;~n~~d:pl~~~c.a,!l:J,or,el:u!n~a~!~g;c 7
;';.. ,,;c,:_ "< ,
..

Morehead's City Council voted last
Tuesday to .. "take over'.' the recreational
complex,"plan~ed for _the last"three years by
the Morehead and Rowan County Recreation
Association, a group of about 300 citizens.
The charter stockholders had each put

be slow· ..: .... ·or' it could be accelerated
depending on the. availai:Jility of federal
funds .. and_ the attitude of citizens toward a
City indebtedness of perhaps $125,000 with an
additional tax to amortise the debt."
A town hall meeting preceded action· of
Council.
Woodrow Barber, President of the
Morehead and Rowan County Recreational
Association has been "optimistic" the park
will be built. It calls for a .year-around full:
size olympic swimming pool, many
playgrounds, ball fields, parking, lighting
for night sports, club\10use etc.
· The park.would be open to the public, and
the $100 put up by the charter members
become, in effect, a contribution to the City.
The City last year borrowed $85,000 for
rights-of-way to widen and straighten
Triplett Creek.
- ·

..... ....
_

"
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BREATHITT COUNTY
I

I
The project team was invited to Jackson, Kentucky,
I

by Mr. Hays Pigman,.a member of the Jackson Recreatioti
'

Committee"
Jackson has just recently completed a city election and
has a new·mayor (Mr" Stateman) and several new
coming into office.

counciim~n

Rev. George Fletcher, chairman of the

Jackson Recreation Committee emphasized that this new
council would, in December, vote on the new city budg~t.
I

.He ·also emphasized that they ·were budget minded and not
youth oriented.

Therefore, he needed quick information from

the project team in the way of what should they, as the
Recreation Committee, reasonably ask for to be

approv~d

as

the recreation budget for the city for the coming year"
Dr. Chaney placed much emphasis on the fact that to
I

quote a budget figure without a working knowledge of the
needs of the community, its leadership potential, its.
facilities, and other related areas would be quite an
assumption for him to·suggest.

However, he did point'out

the present national average of $8 per capita and at the
!

same time indicated many communities are running an

e~-

cellent program on $6 per capita, or even $lo50 per

c~pita

as a low figure.
I

The project team suggested that the Recreation committee

I

should consider hiring a professional individual to conduct
I

their program and that at a minimum he or she·should be a
$6,500 salary.

It was brought out that to obtain a qualified
I
professional through our national organization, a comlnunity 1
'

would have to pay $7 ,200 at a ll!inimum in order to obt'ain
'

their ·services.
I

Other·ways were mentioned to get around this proplem of
leadership:
1.

School -- utilization of its facilities.

2.

Work-study students working as volunteers or' salaried

!

from Lee's Junior College located in their city.
1

3.

Utilization of all available resources (i.e.•
courthouse, church basement, etc.).

Rev. Fletcher emphasized many times throughout the
·session that this would be·a city -- not county program.
Rev. Fletcher asked of the Intern Program carried on by the
i

University.

Dr. Chaney explained the operation of this
.-·:o:

program and indicated that in order to make·"·it ef°fective and
a realistic experience the interns would have to have 1supervision much as a student teacher does when he or she enters
into that phase of their program.

The University and .the

project team were very insistent on this particular point.
'

The question arose as to whether the schools would
back a recreation program and those present said the city
schools would go along with such a program.
It was suggested that the community should establlish
I

a Recreation Commission.

Once appointed, this commiss!ion

l

· .

would take responsibility for·whatever the community desires
'
, ..
to ge't" ·done in the way of recreation.
I

The board, must have at least five members, and br.
Chaney suggested that youth be one of those members.

I
I

Several years ago, interest in a park was generated
i

'

but as soon as the people owning the land heard about, this
venture, they hiked the price of the land.
I

Presently, the community has almost a non-existe~t
recreational program,

There is a swimming pool in the

community and a drive-in theater; the downtown theater is
no longer in operation.

They have no basketball leagues,

little leagues~softball leagues, etc.
Dr. Chaney, at the request of the Recreation Comi)iittee
'

of Jackson, was to send to them information on ie~ntuc~y
'

Revised Statutes for creating this Recreation Commission
and also information on community use of a school

fac~lity.

The question arose-as to what money sources other than
through the Mott Foundation was available for progra.nuiiing.
Dr. Chaney indicated there was none for programming, but he
did indicate the possibility of contacting the B.O.R. for
land acquisition and development.
Dr. Chaney talked ·of assistance the University could
I

offer; the University will pay $42 and the community $18
per week for work-study people.

Dr. Chaney further em-

i

phasized these people could be Breathitt County people,

II
I
I

I

''
'

I

The·survey team was invited to attend a Youth White
House Conference Meeting in the County Court House.

This

meeting was specifically an opportunity for the youth to
"speak out" on their problems and their needs.

Some of

those in·attendance·were:
Glen Noble

i

Chairman, Breathitt County
Youth Organization

I
I

I

Pat Turner

Co-Chairman, Breathitt C9unty
I
Youth Organization
I

Miss Dixie Rose

Recreation Committee Member

Ray _White

Member, Health Department

Bob Tolyer

Member, Recreation Committee

Johnny Harrell

Superintendent, Jackson School
System

William Miller

Lee's Jr. College

Rev. George Fletcher

Member, Recreation Committee

Roy Eversole

Regional Assessment Chairman

Dee Davis

Regional Youth Chairman

i

!
I'

'

Students from city and county schools
I

Rev. Fletcher was the moderator and he began by asking
youth to come forward and say what they had to say concerning youth and their needs.

The·students began by'.dis-

cussing recreational needs, i.e.:

Q.

There is a school payground with nice equipm~nt with
a sign on it saying "No Playing After School."

Why

was the question.
A.

No supervision and construction going on in that area.

Q.

Why not a pre-school program with student volunteers
to supervise?

A.

Volunteer programs short lived.

Leadership i1eaves.
I

An operation two years ago fourteen centers rere
open but volunteers "cut-out" and program difd·
Could not get cooperation of Youth Council. !

Q.

'
Football for ·Breathitt County tried three years

!

ago.
A.

Where is equipment?

Jaycees have it.

Program failed because parents

did not support.

Cost about $5,000 to fieldl

football team and this is a conservative figtire.

Q.

Mott Foundation -- School use.

I

I

A.

Man (Bill Strong) in charge left.

However, work

is being done again now.
Dr. Chaney was then asked to talk on recreation.

How

do we get recreation started?
A.

First thing you have to have continuity; thi~ is done
I

- ::.

by:
1.

Establishing a recreation commission

wit~

youth

representatives
2.

B.

Programming together

Functions of Commission
1.

Be responsible for all activities of all ,age
groups

2.

I

I

Dr. Chaney gave the example of Paintsville

c.

School use -- needs supervision

D.

Secondly, need full-time director.

II
I

Other questions asked during this "speak-out" were
concerning:
1.

Jobs for youth or lack of jobs.

2.

Why don't adults come to youth meetings?

3.

Need for doctor on call for emergency.

4.

Need for a hospital.

5.

Need for a student council.

Someone asked Dr. Chaney how to form a county recreation
He responded by the Mayor and Fiscal court

commission.

I

joining together.

I

Miss Pat Turner·spoke on survey they had done on: what
'

people wanted to do.

Subsequent meetings had been held in
i

Lexington and some of the issues brought forth are tolbe
I

'

voted on by the legislature.

Glen Noble, Chairman of the Breathitt County Youth
iI
Organization, spoke and indicated the first purpose of their
organization was. to serve youth.
The project team was asked to stay around after the
meeting to di scuss any further problem areas with

you~h

0

and to also meet with the Mayor and youth leaders present
at the meeting.
A Recreation Commission has been appointed for Breathitt
County and are working on a proposed budget in order

~o

I
submit a proposal for a recreation program in Jackson :and
I
I
Bre~thitt County.
I

I
CONCLUSION

j
After twelve months of activity, the results of \this
project speak for themselves"

New recreation commisJions

I

were established, new summer playground programs were

'
initiated, and long range plans have been laid for total

I

recreation programs in all six of the counties plus o:thers.
'

. The project team will continue~'t»o work with these counties
along with others as University budget and responsibilities
allow"

'
The project team is dedicated to the realization
I

of total recreation for every community in Eastern Keµtucky"

-~,

Johnson Camden Library, Morehead, Kentucky 4lJ35l

